TWO ARE FOUND GUILTY AS NAZI SPIES

Jury Unable To Reach Verdict In Case Of Ex-Private
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The German companies submitted claims to foreign—primarily British—underwriters who carried reinsurance on the hundreds of Jewish synagogues, stores and homes which were burned, looted and damaged in what Propaganda Minister Paul Joseph Goebbels called “spontaneous demonstrations” after a Jewish boy killed a German diplomat in Paris.

Jews themselves were ordered to repair the damages, but the government has seized the insurance claims to be applied to a $400,000,000 fine against Jews for the slaying of Ernst vom Rath, secretary in the Paris embassy, by Herschel Grynszpan.

Claims To Be Resisted

It was learned the foreign companies would resist paying the claims on various grounds, including that adequate police protection was lacking for the insured places and that the outbursts were organized with connivance of the government.

Other developments Tuesday were:

1. Some Jews, among the estimated 60,000 in concentration camps, were being released if they had visas for emigration and enough cash to pay their share of the $400,000,000 levy for the assassination of Vom Rath. The number released, however, was comparatively small.

2. Heinrich Himmler, chief of the secret police, forbade German Jews to appear in public Dec. 3, the day of national solidarity when government and Nazi party officials make street collections for the Relief fund.

The order, issued because “Jews do not participate in the solidarity of the German people,” provided that Jews remain indoors from midnight to 8 p.m. Dec. 3 under threat of an unspecified punishment.

3. A ban on Jewish religious exercises around such resentment among Munich’s predominantly Catholic population that secret police officials ordered the Jewish community in Munich to conduct services Friday. Other regular religious observances, however, continued to be forbidden Jews.

4. Blind Jews received notices that an entertainment planned for their benefit Tuesday night “cannot take place and must be deferred to a later period.”

Material Losses Estimated

A Rhineland insurance broker estimated the total material loss of the Nov. 10 violence at $3,200,000,000, of which he said he thought about $700,000,000 (220,000,000) was covered by insurance.

A Berlin broker, however, said his figures showed that insurance claims amounted to $500,000,000 (220,000,000).